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ABSTRACT: Carbon-based single-atom catalysts (SACs) have been widely
investigated as a potential alternative for noble-metal-based catalysts for the
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) and the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR).
The rational design of such catalysts requires not only physical intuitions but also
practical descriptors that can be directly applied in experiments. In this work, we
establish a practical theoretical framework based on a comprehensive data set of
SACs compromising 28 metals, 5 types of local environments, and adsorption
calculations for 4 adsorbates (e.g., H/O/OH/OOH). We disentangle the complex
trend of H/OH adsorption as an interplay between d-orbital periodicity and local
hybridization, allowing for the estimation of the catalytic performance solely on the
basis of the number of valence electrons. By utilizing this data set and theoretical
framework, we have also identified several promising catalyst candidates and
overlooked design strategies.

■ INTRODUCTION
The hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) and oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) are vital in many clean-energy technologies,
e.g., fuel cells,1 electrolyzers,2 and metal−air batteries.3−5 To
date, the best catalysts for both reactions are noble metals,6,7

which has driven us to work on reducing the content of noble
metals in such catalysts while maintaining good catalytic
performance. As part of such efforts, carbon-supported single-
atom catalysts (SACs) have emerged as a potential solution.
Particularly, it has been widely studied8−11 that N-doped
graphene sheets (denoted as M@C4−xNx) can serve as effective
substrates for catalytically active metal sites. The utilization of
M@C4−xNx would potentially reduce the cost of catalysts as
the main body is made from earth-abundant carbon.
Additionally, it has been found that such catalysts do not
require noble metals. For example, the Fe supported on N-
doped graphene (usually denoted as Fe−N−C) catalyst shows
high activity for ORR;12,13 on the other hand, Co supported on
N-doped graphene (Co−N−C) shows promising activity for
HER.14

With emerging efforts for designing all kinds of M@C4−xNx,
the design principles are not yet clear enough from a
theoretical perspective. Proposing practical descriptors or
predictors for SAC systems has attracted a lot of efforts,
which can be largely categorized as either physics-based
descriptors or machine-learning-based predictors. There have
been multiple plausible works that proposed the local bond
geometry,13 d-band center,13 center of a specific d-orbital,15

magnetic moment,13 and complex formula of coordination
number and electronegativity16 as physical descriptors. The
descriptors that include the magnetic moment, local bond

geometry, or quantities derived from electronic structure
calculations (e.g., d-band center, band center of a specific d-
orbital) have issues that those descriptors are challenging or
impossible to be measured by experiments and thus are not
very practical for guiding experiments. Xu et al. is the only
work that has proposed a practical physical descriptor that
predicts adsorption energy as a function of valence electrons,
coordination amount, and electronegativity.16 However, it has
been indicated in a recent work that the proposed trend cannot
be reproduced by other researchers.17 On the other hand, the
rapid development of machine learning has attracted various
research works that utilize machine-learning models to predict
adsorption energies.17−21 It is without a doubt that machine
learning can offer reasonable prediction accuracy for
adsorption energies. However, such models provide limited
physical explanation and sometimes suffer from the potential of
overfitting small data set with a large number of hyper-
parameters.22−24

In this work, we present a complete data set for practical 3d,
4d, and 5d transition metals for M@C4−xNx SACs to establish
design principles that are both physical and easy to be used by
experimentalists. Based on the computational data set
consisting of 28 metals and 140 different catalysts (the
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structures of SACs and selected metals are shown in Figure 1),
we have established the complex trend of H/OH adsorption as
an interplay between the periodicity of d-orbitals and local
hybridization. With the establishment of our theoretical
framework, we can predict whether a given M@C4−xNx can
be a good catalyst with only knowledge of the metal species
and the local C4−xNx environment composition. Moreover,
utilizing the established theoretical framework, we have
identified several overlooked design handles for optimizing
the HER/ORR performance of M@C4−xNx-based SACs.

■ METHODS
Slab Models. The atomic structure of the model system (as

shown in Figure 1a) is established using an 8 × 8 supercell of a
graphene sheet. A divacancy is created, followed by transition-metal
doping. Given that each transition metal is 4-fold bonded with the
graphene sheet, we enumerate all possible local environments by
varying the composition of C and N atoms, denoted as C4−xNx where
x = 0−4, the number of N atoms. In addition, we highlight all selected
transition metals in green, as illustrated in Figure 1b. The excluded
metals are either a radioactive metal (Tc), a liquid metal (Hg), or
rare-earth metals that are barely used for a graphene-based SAC.

Figure 1. Structure of a slab model and metals selected in this study. (a) Schematic structure of the system investigated in this work. The upper
figures represent five different local environments (denoted as C4, C3N1, C2N2, C1N3, and N4). The lower figure represents the slab model for
SACs. The cyan, charcoal, blue, brown, and red spheres represent metal, C, N, O, and H atoms, respectively. (b) Cropped section of the periodic
table illustrating the range of selected transition metals. Green blocks represent the transition metals (TM) investigated in this work. Black blocks
represent TMs not investigated in this work.

Figure 2. Heatmaps of overpotentials of HER and ORR and free-energy diagrams of promising catalysts. Heatmaps of thermodynamic
overpotentials of (a) HER and (b) ORR for all investigated SACs. Red and blue represent high and low overpotentials, respectively. ηHER and ηORR
in the color bar represent the overpotential for HER and ORR, respectively. The ηW@Cd2 Nd2

ORR is excluded (represented by the dark-blue square)
because the structure of OH adsorbed on W is not converged properly. The black squares in (a,b) represent the promising catalysts listed in (c,d),
respectively. The yellow triangles show that the metals have been identified as potential catalysts for either HER or ORR in previous experimental
works. Free-energy diagrams of (c) HER and (d) ORR at promising catalysts. The SACs are denoted as M@C4−xN4, where M is the metal and x =
0−4 represents the number of N atoms in the local environment.
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Density Functional Theory Calculations. All calculations in
this study were performed with density functional theory (DFT)
using the Vienna ab initio simulation (VASP) package.25−27 The
Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) functional was employed with spin
polarization.28 Core electrons were treated using the projector
augmented wave method.29,30 For the description of valence
electrons, a plane-wave basis set with a kinetic energy cutoff of 520
eV was utilized. A reciprocal space discretization of 25 K points per
Å−1 was employed to sample the Brillouin zone. Geometry
optimizations were executed until the force on each atom fell below
0.05 eV/Å, and the change in the total energy was less than 10−4 eV.
The convergence criteria for self-consistent calculations were set as
10−4 eV. Gaussian smearing with a width of 0.05 eV was implemented
to enhance the convergence of electronic minimization. The DFT-D2
method was utilized to incorporate van der Waals interaction into the
computational model.31 To investigate the overpotential of the HER
(denoted as ηHER), one H was adsorbed on the metal for calculating
the adsorption energy of H (denoted as ΔGadsH). For ORR,
intermediates O/OH/OOH were adsorbed on the metal for
calculating ΔGadsO/OH/OOH and ηORR. The details for calculating
ΔGads and ηHER/ORR are shown in Sections S1 and S2 in the
Supporting Information.

■ RESULTS
Overpotentials and Free-Energy Diagrams of HER

and ORR. The first two panels depicted in Figure 2 provide an
overview of the computed overpotentials of the HER (Figure
2a) and ORR (Figure 2b), respectively. The most promising
candidates decorated by non-noble metals are illustrated with
black squares in Figure 2a,b. Several of these candidates are
already reported experimentally (denoted by yellow triangles).
Especially, V,32 Cr,32 Fe,32 Co,32 Ni,33 and Mo33 have been
reported as catalytically active metal centers for HER and
Mn,34 Fe,35 Co,36 Ni,37 Cu,38,39 and Zn40 as catalytically active
metal sites for ORR. For HER, the materials are considered a
promising candidates if ηHER ≤ 0.25 V. For ORR, the selection
criteria are ηORR ≤ 0.39(ηORRbest) + 0.5 = 0.89 V, where 0.5 V is
chosen arbitrarily since the definition of “good catalyst” cannot

be explicitly defined. Our simulation results are comparable to
previous computational (HER)41 and experimental (ORR)35

results (for detailed comparison, see Section S3 in Supporting
Information). The free-energy profiles of promising catalysts
for HER and ORR with non-noble metals are demonstrated in
Figure 2c,d, respectively (full list of free-energy diagrams of
HER and ORR on all investigated materials are provided in
Figures S1 and S2, respectively). The promising catalysts are
selected by picking up candidates with minimum over-
potentials.
In Figure 2c, Fe with the local environment C3N1 (denoted

as Fe@C3N1) turns out to be the best non-noble metal HER
catalyst with the overpotential (ηFe@Cd1NS

HER = 0.0006 V), followed
by Cu@C3N1 (ηCu@CSNd1

HER = 0.00935 V), Cr@C2N2(ηCr@Cd2Nd2
=

0.023 V), Co@C2N2 (ηCo@Cd2Nd2

HER = 0.039 V), and Mn@C1N3
(ηMn@Cd1NS
HER = 0.092 V). In contrast, the best noble-metal-

decorated catalyst is Ag@C3N1, with ηAg@CSNd1

HER = 0.029 V.
When it comes to ORR catalyst, as shown in Figure 2d, the
best non-noble catalyst is Ni@C3N1 (ηNi@CSNd1

ORR = 0.42 V),
which is just 0.03 V higher than the best catalyst with noble
metals, e.g., Pt@C3N1 (ηPt@CSNd1

ORR = 0.39 V), followed by Pt@C4
(ηPt@Cd4

ORR = 0.40 V). Other promising candidates are Fe@N4
(ηFe@Nd4

ORR = 0.49 V), Co@N4 (ηCo@Nd4

ORR = 0.67 V), Zn@C1N3
(ηZn@Cd1NS
ORR = 0.72 V), Mn@N4 (ηMn@Nd4

ORR = 0.87 V), and Cu@N4
(ηCu@Nd4

ORR = 0.87 V). The free-energy diagrams of ORR for
promising catalysts under different applied potentials are
shown in Figure S3.
Adsorption Energies of H and OH. To elucidate more

details about the origin of overpotential, we plotted the
adsorption energy on the most critical adsorption step, e.g., the
adsorption of H for the HER (Figure 3a) and the adsorption of
OH for the ORR (Figure 3b). These two steps are critical
because ΔGadsH and ΔGadsOH are widely used as descriptors to

Figure 3. Trends of adsorption energies of H and OH. Adsorption energies of H and OH: (a) ΔGadsH and (b) ΔGadsOH on the investigated SACs
are represented by circles. The color represents different local environments, as denoted in the legends. The solid lines which connect markers are
guides for the eye. The vertical dashed lines separate 3d, 4d, and 5d transition metals. The number of valence electrons (shown as vn) of elements is
shown below the symbol of elements.
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evaluate the activity of catalysts of HER42 and ORR,6

respectively. We plot the energies of ΔGadsH and ΔGadsOH on
the same energy scale for easy comparison. The trends of
ΔGadsO and ΔGadsOOH are shown in Figures S3 and S4 in
Supporting Information, respectively.
We can observe four interesting trends in Figure 3a: (1)

there is a lack of clear pattern for ΔGadsH values (shown in
Figure 3a), which is consistent with the ηHER (as shown in

Figure 2a); (2) in contrast to H adsorption, there is a
pronounced periodic pattern for ΔGadsOH. Specifically,
ΔGadsOH decreases from v3 (metal with 3 valence electrons)
to v4 metals, then increases from v5 to v12 metals. The valence
electrons for all metals are shown as x labels in Figure 3a,b. (3)
For v3−4 metals and v10−12 metals, ΔGadsH is highly sensitive to
local coordination. In some cases (e.g., Ni and Cu), the largest
deviation can be as high as 3 eV. In contrast, ΔGadsOH have

Figure 4. Schematic of the governing factors for ΔGadsH/OH. Two factors are proposed: (1) periodicity of the d-orbital center (illustrated in the
upper right panel) and (2) local hybridization between the metal and the local environment (illustrated in the lower right panel).

Figure 5. Trend of the d-orbital center and correlation between the d-orbital center and adsorption energies of H/OH. (a) d-Orbital center with
respect to the Fermi level (εd − EF), represented by circles. Different colors of markers represent different local environments which are denoted in
the legend. The circles are connected by solid lines as guide to the eyes. The two vertical dashed lines separate 3d, 4d, and 5d metals. The two
horizontal dashed lines separate metals into three groups based on εd − EF with different background colors, labeled by the text in each part (e.g., I,
II, and III). The number of valence electrons (denoted as vn) of metals is shown in the second line of x-axis labels. Correlations between ΔGadsH,
ΔGadsOH, and εd − EF are shown in subfigures (b,c). Same markers as (a) were used. The vertical lines separate metals into three groups with distinct
background colors and labels, similar to (a).
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much smaller variation, typically less than 1 eV, depending on
the local coordination. (4) For v5−9 metals, the ΔGadsH values
are nearly identical across all local environments for 3d metals
and very similar for 4d and 5d metals. All of these observations
reveal that the H adsorption process can be fundamentally
different from OH adsorption.

■ DISCUSSION
Two Deterministic Factors for ΔGads

H/OH. To provide
insights into the distinct behaviors of H and OH adsorption,
we propose to attribute the origin to two factors: the
periodicity of the d orbital and the diverse hybridization
mechanism of metal−C−N complexes and their interactions
with H or OH molecules. The schematic of our proposed
theoretical framework is depicted in Figure 4. More
specifically, the periodicity of the d-orbital establishes the
baseline of the d-orbital center, which in turn determines the
approximate position of ΔGadsH/OH. On the other hand, the local
hybridization between metal and C/N, as well as metal−C−N
with H or OH, acts as a secondary effect that further refines
the exact value of ΔGadsH/OH. In the following two sections, we
elaborate on the impact of d-orbital periodicity and local
hybridization individually, subsequently addressing the origins
of the four aforementioned observations.
Periodicity of d-Orbitals. The periodicity of d-orbitals

can be clearly demonstrated by Figure 5a. Furthermore, the d-
orbital center with respect to the Fermi level (εd − EF, where
EF is the Fermi level) of metal is much more related to the
number of d electrons rather than the local environment. We
then directly plot the ΔGadsH/OH values as a function of εd − EF
in Figure 5b,c, respectively.
It can be inferred from Figure 5b,c that there is a complex

correlation between ΔGadsH/OH and εd − EF. To help disentangle
these correlations, the data points in both Figure 5b,c are
divided into three different groups depending on the sign of
correlation between εd − EF and ΔGadsH/OH. Similar
correlations for ΔGadsO/OOH are shown in Figure S5 in
Supporting Information. These groups are also reflected in
Figure 5a using different color shading, which also reveals that
the metals in these groups in general have v3−v4 (group I,
shaded blue), v5−v9 (group II, shaded green), and v10−v12
(group III, shaded yellow) electronic configurations. With such
division of data, we can see an approximately linear correlation
between ΔGadsH/OH and εd − EF at each group, which supports
the general idea of d-orbital center.43,44 However, the fact that
the sign of correlation depends on the electronic structure of d
orbitals also reveals that there is an additional mechanism on
top of the d orbital periodicity.
Diverse Mechanism of Hybridization. For understand-

ing the relation between the local environment and adsorption
energies, we proposed a model to understand the secondary
factor that governs ΔGadsH/OH through molecular orbital theory.
Our model is inspired by the frontier orbital concept
formulated by Hoffman and co-workers.45 There are two
types of hybridizations in the investigated system, e.g., (1)
hybridization between d-orbitals in the metal site and
molecular orbitals of the local environment in the substrate
and (2) hybridization between the frontier orbital in OH/H
and the catalyst. Both hybridizations are critical in determining
the adsorption energy as the first hybridization sets up the
energy levels of the catalyst, while the second hybridization is
the actual origin of different adsorption energies. The
schematic of the model is shown in Figure 6. The hybridized

molecular orbitals between the metal site (M) and the local
environment (C4−xNx, where x = 0−4) is shown in Figure 6a.
For clarity, we merge different molecular orbitals into three
groups denoted by different colors. More specifically, green
color indicates bonding orbitals, blue color indicates non-
bonding orbitals, and red color indicates the a1g state above
nonbonding states and all antibonding states. It is worth noting
that the merge of different molecular orbitals does not indicate
degeneracy but rather our way of classifying interacting orbitals
with adsorbates (H or OH) that will facilitate our analysis.
With the establishment of molecular orbitals, as shown in

Figure 6a, we can then explain the diverse dependency of local
coordination of adsorption energy, as shown in Figure 3.
Depending on the filling of molecular orbitals, H and OH will
interact differently with the adsorbent. The metals can be
categorized into three groups: v3−v4 metals (group I), v5−v9
(group II), and v10−v12 (group III).
Regarding the adsorption of OH, the energy level of the O

state is comparable to that of C or N in terms of
electronegativity. As a result, the O state rehybridizes with
the bonding states of M@C4−xNx as shown in Figure 6b−d.
Due to rehybridization with C and N states, ΔGadsOH will be
sensitive to the local environment (e.g., C and N states) for all
groups of metals. For adsorption of H, the energy level of 1s H
is much higher than that of O, and the state of H will tend to
interact with the highest unoccupied state in M@C4−xNx like a
ligand group. For group I metals, the bonding state is not fully
occupied. In this case, H interacts with the bonding state, as
shown in Figure 6b. Such states are formed from the
hybridization between metal states and the local environment
(e.g., C and N states), leading to sensitive ΔGadsH values to the

Figure 6. Molecular orbital model for understanding the adsorption
of H/OH on SACs. (a) Molecular orbital diagram of the M@C4−xNx
system. Metal site, depicted as a purple sphere, is denoted as TM. The
local environment is C4−xNx, where C in graphene and coordinated
C/N are represented by charcoal spheres and dark-blue spheres,
respectively. The green, blue, and red boxes represent the bonding,
nonbonding, and antibonding states +2a1g, respectively. The labels
below boxes represent the names of the orbitals. Occupation of states
after adsorption of OH on (b) group I metals (with v3−v4 electronic
states), (c) group II metals (with v5−v9 electronic states), and (d)
group III metals (with v10−v12 electronic states). Up and down arrows
represent electrons with spin up and down, respectively. The question
mark represents the possible state for the electron from adsorbates
(H/OH) to occupy. The red and gray spheres represent the O and H
atoms, respectively.
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local environment. Conversely, for group II metals (as shown
in Figure 6c), H interacts with the nonbonding states
contributed solely by the metal d states, making ΔGadsH
insensitive to the local environment (e.g., C and N states).
For group III metals (as shown in Figure 6d), since the
nonbonding states of metal are fully occupied, H interacts with
antibonding or 2a1g states, and both states consist of
contribution from the local environment (e.g., C, N states),
making ΔGadsH also sensitive to the local environment.
In conclusion, the theoretical framework in Figure 6 can

provide a full understanding of the trends of adsorption
energies shown in Figure 3 and in the section “Adsorption
Energies of H and OH”. More specifically, H adsorption in
M@C4−xNx is more sensitive to the local environment when M
is an early (v3−4) or late (v10−12) transition metal but will be
insensitive to the middle group of metals (v5−9). This reveals
the fact that local structure engineering through N doping is
not very effective for v5−9 metals. This will be an important
discovery, considering that we found many promising
candidates for HER with a v5−9 electronic configuration, as
shown in Figures 2 and 3. For early and late transition metals,
the sensitive adsorption energy on the local environment also
opens the gate for tuning catalytic activity through different
functionalization methods, not only by changing doped metals
but also by introducing defect−defect interactions and the
coordination environment of metal.
On the other hand, OH adsorption is in principle dominated

by the d-orbital center and further fine-tuned with the
hybridization between M@C4−xNx and the OH group. The
ΔGadsOH generally follows the periodicity of the d-orbital center
(shown in Figure 3b) and has relatively less tunable space
compared with some cases in ΔGadsH . This reveals that the role
of some critical metals is not so easy to replace, and to name a
few, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni are computed to have superior ΔGadsOH,
largely due to their unique electronegativity. This adds some
constraints in the actual design of M@C4−xNx catalysts for
ORR applications.
In addition to the proposed physical understanding, we also

want to point out that there could be limitations in the
presented analysis. Specifically, (1) the DFT calculations can
be easily trapped into a local minimum. As being pointed out
by Di Liberto et al., incorrected conducted DFT calculations
can sometimes lead to wrong understanding of design
principles.17 We carefully checked our DFT relaxation,
including starting the calculations with different geometry
perturbations. To promote the communication and under-
standing of such system, the raw data from DFT is also open-
sourced.46 (2) Whether or not performing calculation using
DFT + U is an unsolved problem for M@C4−xNx. One of the
most widely used U values for transition metals are
benchmarked from the formation energy of metal oxides,
which apparently does not apply in the application of carbon-
supported catalysts.47 In several existing M@C4−xNx literature,
people used different sets of U values, where a detailed
justification of the selection of U values is absent.13,16,17,48−50

We decided to avoid U in this work. But it is possible that the
addition of U values will significantly change the trend of
adsorption energy. While it has been demonstrated that hybrid
functionals can enhance calculation accuracy,48,51 the PBE
functional, which is utilized in this study, should have less
concern in terms of capturing the general trends.20,21,52,53 (3)
The stability of our predicted materials in a realistic catalytic
environment (e.g., aqueous solution) is another crucial factor

to consider. To provide a straightforward assessment of the
stability of all catalysts investigated, the binding energy of
transition metals on N-doped graphene substrates with
different C/N ratios in a coordinated environment is presented
in Figure S6 in Supporting Information. Since HER/ORR
mostly happen in aqueous solution, the solvation effect could
also influence the activity trend. Such DFT results can be a
useful starting point for assessing more complex interactions
under solution conditions.

■ CONCLUSIONS
To summarize our study, with high-throughput DFT
calculations, we have delivered a complete data set of N-
doped carbon-supported SACs (M@C4−xNx) and identified
promising material candidates for both the HER and ORR.
Our findings deconvolute the critical factors that govern
adsorption energies of H/OH into the periodicity of the d-
orbital center and local hybridization. With the proposed
framework from molecular orbital theory, the diverse behavior
of H and OH adsorption during HER and ORR reactions can
be well explained. The theoretical paradigm proposed also
underscores several overlooked design strategies for making
good SACs.
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